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past several years, from changes in names to changes in di-
rection. This edited transcription of a panel discussion at the 
1994 TESOL conference by six experienced language lab di-
rectors provides an informal and free-wheeling discussion 
about the following questions: (1) What's in a name (change)? 
(2) What is the most app ropriate role for technology with re-
spect to language learning and teaching? (3) What is the role 
of the language lab vis-a-vis facul ty and adminis tration? (4) 
What are students' perceptions of language labs? (5) What 
has had the greatest impact on language labs over the last ten 
to twenty years? (6) What are the fundamental characteristics 
of the ideal lab director? (7) What is the greatest challenge 
facing the language lab today, as well as into the next decade? 
(8) Whither the language lab? What direction do we see our-
selves moving in the next generation? 
Moderator: 
Trisha Dvorak, President of IALL, University of Michigan 
Panel Members: 
Brigitte Charlotteaux, George Washington University 
Read Gilgen, University of Wisconsin 
David Herren, Middlebury College 
Chris Jones, Carnegie Mellon University 
Ruth Trometer, MIT 
[Editor's Note: The following is an edited transcription ofn panel 
discussion presented by veteran !ALL members at TESOL in March 
1994. Although it is rather long (the panel was nearly two hours), 
it's worth reading. Editing changes have been made to make the text 
more concise and easier to read, but the basic content remains un-
changed. Indeed, we have tried to retain ns much as possible the 
spontaneous flavor of the panel. Because the panelists gathered be-
fore the session to "pre-discuss" the questions, some of the panel 
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members sound as if tltey are continuing a discussion. In fact, the 
discussion continued long after the session was over at a reception 
hosted by Trislta Dvorak n11d Inter at Bertha's Mussels north of 
Baltimore.] 
Introduction Trish: The title of this session is "Whither the Language 
Lab?" Some schools have actually done away with language 
labs altogether. Others are expanding, remodeling, renovat-
ing, and adding new equipment, while other schools are try-
ing to figure out if any of this matters anymore. What's 
happening to language labs around the country, and who 
cares? What role can they play in communicative language 
programs and in supporting faculty and curriculum devel-
opment? Who are the next generation of language Jab direc-
tors and what knowledge and skills must they bring to their 
task? What attitudes do students have about language labs 
and how does this affect their experiences as learners? 
Many of you are language lab directors or are associated 
with language labs, so you share a lot of these same questions 
perhaps. We're going to explore these questions today in a 
panel. My name is Trish Dvorak and I' ll be the moderator. I'm 
director of the Language Resource Center at the University of 
Michigan and also President of the International Association 
for Learning Labs. The members of the panel are themselves 
directors of language labs from different schools around the 
country. On my left is Read Gilgen, who is the director of 
Learning Support Services at the University of Wisconsin. On 
his left is Ruth Trometer, who is director of the Language 
Learning Resource Center-one of the labs that has changed 
its name recently-at MIT. On my ri ght is Brigitte 
Charlotteaux, who is at the language lab at George Washing-
ton University. On her right is Chris Jones, who is at the Lan-
guage Learning Resource Center at Carnegie Mellon, and on 
his right is David Herren, who actually has a much broader 
role with academic computing at Middlebury. 
We're going to represent to you a variety of different con-
texts and settings but we have a lot of the same questions. 
The panel will actually look at about eight d ifferent questions: 
• The first ques tion has to do with the name. What do you 
call language labs anymore? A lot of language labs have 
changed their names from language laboratory, which used 
to be ubiquitous, to now something that is a combination 
or permutation of media center, resource center, even lan-
guage acquis ition center. So the question is why is this hap-
pening, and why is it happening now? What difference does 
it make? Is it trivial or is it significant in some way? 
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• The second question is, "What is the most appropriate role 
for technology with respect to language learning and 
teaching?" I asked several members of the panel to talk 
about that. 
• The third question is, "What is the role of the language lab 
with respect to language faculty and college and univer-
sity administration?" That is, what is the perception of fac-
ulty and university administrators of language labs? Where 
do you fit in that context? 
• The fourth question is, "What are students' perceptions of 
language labs?" What do they think about the language 
lab, and is that changing over time? 
• The fifth question is, "What do the members of the panel 
think has had the single largest impact on labs over the 
last ten to twenty years and why do they think that?" 
• The s ixth question is, "What are the fundamental charac-
teristics of the ideal lab director?" 
• Seven, "What is the greatest challenge facing the language 
lab today, as well as into the next decade?" 
• And the last question is, "where are we going, whither the 
language lab?" What direction do we see ourselves mov-
ing in the next generation? 
OK, we' ll start again, then. Some language labs don't ca ll 
themselves language labs anymore. We've seen a gradua l, in 
some cases a fa irly abrupt, change in the naming of language 
Jabs, and the question is if this is significant at all? Is it trivial? 
Why is it happening, and why is it happening now? So, f'm 
going to turn this over first to Read Gilgen from Wisconsin. 
Rend: I think in some ways this first question is the sum 
and essence of this whole panel. The whole idea of names in 
some ways reflects, I think, what is going on with labs gener-
ally and perhaps will serve as a kind of structure for where 
we go in the rest of our discussion. What we do, how we do 
it, our perceptions of our roles within the university and in 
language learning and all the other kinds of things, tend to 
get reflected in the names we use for organizations, so that 
may reflect a little bit about where we're going. 
The firs t thing I was going to do was ask the panel at least 
what the specific name of their language learning facility is. 
They already did that anyway but I want you to listen for 
subtle d ifferences. Trisha, yours is: "The Language Resource 
Center." Mine is "Learning Support Services." Ruth's is "Lan-
guage Learning Resource Center." Chris' is "Language Lab 
of the Language Learning Resource Center" and Middlebury 
doesn't have a lab anymore. 
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So we see some differences, and one of those subtle differ-
ences is "Language Learning Resource Center" and "Lan-
guage Learning and Resource Center". Think about the subtle 
differences there. Anyway, we are fortunate that, back in the 
mid '70s and then again in the late '80s IALL (International 
Association for Learning Labs) conducted a survey of lan-
guage lab directors to find out what was going on in their 
facilities. One comparison has to do with the name of the fa-
cility itself. In a twelve-year period there was about a 20% 
decrease in those that call themselves just "language labs." 
Now, that's not qu ite as significant as it may seem. The statis-
tics also show that although the top item, "language lab," de-
creased by about 20%, there was a great increase in language 
centers and other combined names that include the word "lan-
guage." So actually there was only a relatively modest de-
crease. The word "language" is still staying in many of these 
names, even though they might not call themselves specifi-
cally "language lab." 
My view is that these names change for a number of rea-
sons. As I've looked at the kinds of transition of labs over the 
years, it appears that in the '60s and '70s, due to a number of 
reasons, language labs failed miserably in many respects. It 
may have been because they didn't have adequate budgets, a 
backlash from the audio-lingual method, whatever the case 
may be, there was a negative connotation that became associ-
ated with language labs in many instances. Not in all schools, 
and, in fact, in some schools they continued to thrive. But, in 
many places, they literally died. There was, indeed, a nega-
tive connotation that came to be associated with the name 
"language lab." 
So, one of the reasons for name changes was the result of 
people wanting to distance themselves a bit from this term 
even though they knew they would still doing the same old 
thing. They just d idn' t want to be called a language lab. Other 
facilities sought to broaden their appeal and usefulness by 
serving other disciplines, and so the name changes were to 
reflect the inclusion of those new disciplines. You can see that 
the percentage where foreign language is the only thing taught 
or served in the language lab decreased pretty significantly 
between those years, but when you take a look at where it's 
mostly foreign language, it increased. I'm not sure what to 
make out of those statistics, but the Jabs did become more 
diverse in terms of the clientele they served. 
Then, finally, partly in response to the idea of the negative 
connotation of the language lab and its dying on the vine, 
some of these facilities were actually gobbled up by other 
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campus facilities, by med ia centers or whatever they may be. 
So, they may have taken on the name of the new med ia cen-
ter or a new name was devised for the joint organization. I 
think the new names in themselves may not be terribly sig-
nificant, but the reason for the change obviously is. An ex-
ample is the instance where labs were gobbled up by other 
organizations. How much did the language learning peda-
gogy suffer as a result of that? I know that in my own experi-
ence I find that generally ed tech peo ple don't rea ll y 
understand how ed tech applies to language learning. You 
get people out of the school of education, you hire them for 
your language lab and it's really an interesting experience. 
So, when you get an AV center that's primarily geared to-
ward just AV instructional equipment, but it doesn't have the 
language focus, that ca n impact negatively on what you' re 
doing. 
Broadening your appeal-that was another strategy for 
many people-could a lso have either negative or positive ef-
fects. One negative effect, and we've seen this in our own or-
ganization, is that you can spread yourself out and then find 
that some of those new things you' re doing are really inter-
esting. As you focus on those, you kind of let language learn-
ing languish a bit. However, on the positive side, it does expose 
you to a variety of new technologies and new ways of look-
ing at things-video, microcomputers and all that sort of 
thing-can revitalize what you're doing. 
As you broaden your base of clients, a couple of really posi-
tive things happen, and I know that's the case in our situa-
tion. First of all, that allows you to get out of the control of a 
specific language department. In many cases you answer di-
rectly to a dean, which may not be better, but it's different. 
It's often better, I think, than answering directly to a specific 
department. Another interesting result in the !ALL survey 
shows a dramatic drop in those who report directly to a lan-
guage chairman and an increase in those who report directly 
to a dean or higher or to an AV center or a library or some-
thing like that. There's quite a trend there, and I think gener-
ally that's good. One of the reasons for that is that it gives you 
a little better claim to the budgetary resources. You broaden 
your base a little bit, you have dean-level support for what 
you do, you can fight you r own budget battles, and then you 
have a little more control over what you can do. I think, gen-
erally, that's a good trend, but we can debate that as well. 
Let me give just two examples of name changes. Person-
ally, I went through some of the kind of thing we' re really 
talking about. When I first became director of what was ca lled 
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"Labs for Recorded Instruction" at the time, I didn't like tell-
ing people I was a language lab director. I don't know why it 
was, but I was very uncomfortable with that and I would al-
ways say ''The Media Center" or something like that, some-
thing they could understand. I'd say "Labs for Recorded 
Instruction" and they'd say, "Huh?" As we went on, we be-
gan to diversify, we began to spread out, doing things for more 
people. But I find myself now after 12 years in this particular 
job coming back a little bit more to my roots in terms of lan-
guage, realizing that's really the bread and butter of what we 
do, and focusing on that. I feel really comfortable telling people 
now that I'm a language lab director, but I also add that we 
also do microcomputers and video and all the other kinds of 
things as well. 
The other example is !ALL's name itself. I wasn't involved 
in the name change, but it used to be The National Associa-
tion for Language Lab Directors and ... was it the '70s that we 
changed? I don't know whether that was the same kind of 
reaction again to a negative connotation to language labs or 
simply an attempt to bring in more people. It might have been 
a combination of both, but International Association for Learn-
ing Labs is still kind of generic and I'm not sure exactly if it 
really means what we do. The language component of what 
we do is, of course, what I think is critical, and we need to 
keep that in focus. 
Trish: I think that one of the points that Ruth had was about 
the same question. As we expand to add services and to be-
come more of a diverse place, there are some negatives as far 
as our perception by other people. 
Ruth: The one comment that I wanted to add is that I al-
ways found "language lab" to be a unique descriptor. You 
usually have only one language lab at any given school, and 
you have one language lab director at any school, w hereas 
you may have many media people. I know at the time when 
IALL's name changed, I was concerned about losing that de-
finitive element. I think that, in fact, !ALL as an organization 
has not diverged from being an association for language lab 
directors. I think it would be very odd if someone would come 
to an !ALL meeting and do a science presentation on media. 
It would be very uncharacteristic. So, I think within the pro-
fession "language lab" is a unique descriptor, and, in fact, 
having done some research, doing ERIC searches, if you call 
up things like "media centers" or "learning centers," you can 
get a whole array of other people. A lot of libraries or high 
schools now call themselves "learning centers" or "resource 
centers" because they also are doing other things, and so, as a 
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very unique descriptor, if you're trying to do research on 
s trictly language labs, that is still the best term that you 
can use. 
I certainly agree with Read that we do change our names 
for other reasons. But I'm very comfortable with "language 
Jab directors" as a title because I think as language lab direc-
tors, our goal is of course to provide equipment, but we are 
a lso concerned about the pedagogy behind that. I think a lot 
of media people are not concerned about that. In almost any 
session that we hold, we talk about the pedagogy behind us-
ing the technology. You don't just throw technology out there. 
We're concerned about the design of our facilities, and how 
faculty will use them, if it's an appropriate use. 
Trish: The second question has to do with the role of tech-
nology with respect to language teaching and language learn-
ing. Is there a most appropriate ro le for technology? 
Technology itself has certainly changed quite a bit over time; 
but the question is, has the role, the relationship of technol-
ogy to language teaching changed very much, is it the same, 
is it different, and what direction is it going? So, I'm going to 
hand this back to Ruth and let her talk a little bit about that. 
Ruth: As a very straightforward answer to that, I don't think 
the role of technology has changed . Technology is there to 
facilitate learning, whether it's in the classroom or whether 
it's in your language center, but there has to be again the peda-
gogy behind it, and that's what technology is for. I think what 
recently has happened is multimedia has opened up new av-
enues to people in that it permits new forms of teaching. In-
d ivid ualized instruction, where the student has many 
resources at hand, can be a very powerful tool tha t teachers 
can rely upon. It a llows teachers to do things they haven't 
been able to do, for example, a lot of com parison work. I have 
a short video clip of some projects that we're developing at 
MIT. One example is a Shakespeare project where the profes-
sor shows many different video clips of a Shakespeare play. 
The student has access to original texts of the play, they can 
actually view different productions of that play, and they can 
clip out video segments that they want to watch or make notes 
on. It's a very powerful tool when you can give that kind of 
comparison mode to students. It allows them to see differ-
ences immediately. They're doing a lot of things with s tage 
design and d ifferent directors' works. So, I think what has 
changed in technology recently is that the teaching or the 
learning environment has changed around that. 
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Trish: I think Chris had some interesting comments on 
the same question that had to do with the unique contribu-
tion, things that technology can do that are difficult to do 
without it. 
Chris: Among teachers, I find, and certainly this is my point 
of view, I ask technology to do things which I either can't do 
very well or don't want to do. When it's strictly things that I 
don't want to do, I think I probably don' t do them very well 
with technology either. But what I really have in mind is an 
individualized instruction environment which, in a classroom, 
is virtually impossible for a teacher to supply. We're starting 
to learn how to do that rela tively effectively since the arrival 
of computers. Audiotapes and videotapes were less effective 
in doing this. When you have the possibility of unlimited rep-
etition, of error feedback, and so forth, and s tudent control of 
pace, sequence and content, all of those things that are con-
ceivable within a computer environment, I think that's some-
thing that you can do better with technology than you can in 
a classroom, and it supplements the work that is going on in 
the classroom. 
The other thing is, of course, as Ruth noted, the arrival of 
multimedia. The impact in the classroom I think can be tre-
mendous. Just the presence of video, for example. Now that's 
a very simple addition. Once you start combining it with the 
access and control possibi lities of hypermedia setups, I think 
you really have a unique environment w here students can 
have an experience, an "authentic" experience with foreign 
cultures which was really impossible previous to recent de-
velopments in technology. So, for me, technology has recently 
become very interesting in terms of language learning and I 
think it has a very strong role to play both in the classroom 
and the lab. 
Trish: David's point of view approaches the question from 
a little different tack, particularly looking at technology in the 
classroom vs. technology in the lab. What belongs in the class-
room and what belongs in the lab setting and what are some 
possibly inappropriate uses of teclu1ology? 
David: l think that one of the things that has been driving 
technology is communicative methods that we have begun 
adopting recently. I think there has been a realization in the 
discip line of language teaching as a whole that what we re-
ally want to do is to teach our students to speak the language. 
I personally got involved in technology because I found that 
doing grammar in the classroom and doing verb paradigmatic 
drills in the classroom was an entirely inappropriate use of 
my classroom tin1e. I was losing that time for real human com-
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munication. So my thrust, perhaps a bit radical, is I don't want 
any technology in my classroom beyond chalk. Technology 
should be relegated to-and I'm a nerd, a self-proclaimed 
nerd-I want the technology in the learning center, where I 
can send my students to do individualized instruction. I think 
Chris already covered that pretty well. Be prepared for the 
classroom experience and then come into the classroom for 
human communica tion in a communicative classroom. 
I have to admit that I think, particularly recently, that some 
of the presentation technologies that are becoming available 
will be useful to us in the classroom. Again this has to do 
with reducing the amount of time spent on non-communica-
tive activities. So, for example, we mentioned video in the 
classroom. I would rather not see videotape in the classroom 
at all because we all know you play the two minute segment 
of the videotape and then you spend a minute and a half re-
winding it getting to the same spot so you can replay the vid-
eotape again. That's dead time, and it's taking away from the 
s tudents' communica ting with one another and with native 
speakers, so I'd like to see that taken out. I think with video-
discs and maybe some of the Kodak CD technologies we can 
begin to do things much quicker, use the media as a jumping 
off point for returning to human communication, which is 
w hat we're here for. 
Trish: The next question really has to do with the rela tion-
ship of the language lab to the faculty and administrative 
structure in particular institutional contexts. The language labs 
look very different now than they used to look. The design of 
the equipmen t, the techn ical specifications, all that has 
changed. But language Jab qua language lab, what is the rela-
tionship of that institution or that unit to the facul ty? What 
do faculty think about language labs, and what do university 
administrations think about language labs? Is it the same, or 
has it changed ? I'll let Chris talk first. 
Chris: Clearly in terms of faculty preparing materials for 
use in a language lab, if you think in terms of maybe 20 years 
ago, what would that amount to? It would amount to making 
a recording and using a mimeographed page to do a d oze 
exercise or something like that. Very few people would have 
done video. Now, they would, of cou rse, and now many more 
people would do audio recording. And now you think about 
the possibility of faculty actually doing multimedia develop-
ment. Now, to a certain extent, all of us are in the business of 
encouraging that. It's problematic. It's extremely problematic. 
We're here among friends, but I don't want to repeat that too 
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often to my dean or even my chair because we're committed 
to getting as many people as possible involved in it as we can. 
There are still, I think, some primary misperceptions about 
what it means to do multimedia development. One of them is 
the old time thing and who can actually do it. What is the 
status of people who do it? What implications does it have 
for their promotion, tenure, and so forth? All those issues are 
becoming more and more obvious and especially for tenure-
track faculty. To get them involved with multimedia d evelop-
ment when nothing but literary scholarship publication is 
going to get them tenure is definitely not doing them a favor. 
Now, one more point. Our LLTI (Language Learning Tech-
nology International) discussion group is a list server which 
discusses issues like this. There was a discussion in which we 
talked about how efficient or not, in terms of cost, the new 
language labs or learning centers, resource centers, are or are 
not with computer equipment and laser disc players and CD-
ROM drives and so forth. I think if we move strongly in this 
direction-and we have little choice at this point-then we're 
on an extremely high cost renovation track. Ruth and I were 
talking about this earlier: we're talking about a three-, or four-
year cycle where essentially everything we own is going to 
become obsolete or need updating. That's not to speak at all 
of the need for upgrading software, the need to repurchase 
commercial software, which will itself become incompatible 
with new hardware, and so forth. We're in a cycle which uni-
versity administrators have accepted for their computing in-
frastructure. In other words, their compu ting services people 
have told them, "OK, you thought you bought it once. No, 
what we have to do is buy it once every three years." And 
that's for course registration, all that kind of stuff. Now, we're 
going to have to convince them that we are in exactly the same 
situation. As all of you who are language directors know, that's 
a problem. They're not there yet and whether they'll ever get 
there is another question. 
Trish: Chris' perspective indicates that there have been 
some major changes actually in the relationship of language 
Jabs to faculty, particularly as language labs are beginning to 
be perceived as places to assist faculty in the development of 
new materials and the development of new curricula based 
on these new materials. Read had a different perspective, that 
things actually hadn't changed as much as we would have 
hoped in that language labs still aren't quite in a partnership 
rei a tionsh i p. 
Rend: I'm not sure that's what I said, but, the first part of 
that, yes. We are in a partnership. That part I think still holds. 
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But I do believe that, from what I've seen, both at our facility 
and at those of other places, generally speaking, the role of 
the lab has not really changed all that much. I think there are 
two different aspects here. One where we have a responsibil-
ity to push and promote the technology, and the other w here 
we have a responsibility to provide competently the technol-
ogy that the faculty actually need. We're able to do this com-
petently because we're able to share the costs, instead of one 
department buying a laser disc and another buying one and 
so forth. We can buy and house this expensive equipment, 
and the problems that Chris mentioned of having to recycle 
this equipment, at least it's going to the better good instead 
of individuals having to come up with these costs time after 
time. I think oftentimes the faculty view our partnership with 
them as falling into category A, pushing new technology, 
whereas I think sometimes we're just kind of nudging them. 
But we really have to be firmly planted in category B, where 
we competently provide them with what they need right now. 
We have a responsibility to help them see what's available 
but by the same token we've got to make sure that what they 
need right now is available as well. I think, for example, about 
our own si tuation. Many people from other institutions call 
me on the phone, and I can hear the expectant voice on the 
other end just wanting me to tell them about a ll these neat 
computer-assisted programs and everything that we're do-
ing at the UW. I think that it's really hard for people to realize 
that a lot of places aren't like that. If we had to go around and 
buy computers and laser d iscs and all this multimedia stuff 
on multimedia stations for, what have we got, 2,000 language 
students or something just in the first year of courses alone, 
there's no way. We could not do it. It would be just simply 
impossible. So most of what we do is pretty much on a small 
scale and experimental basis. I like to say sometimes that we're 
the comfortable followers of technology rather than being on 
the bleeding edge, so to speak. We try to anticipate w hat fac-
ulty need. We're not always there. We try to find out what it 
is they need and kind of let them know what they will need 
along the way, and be ready for them, but we're not a lways 
successful. There's another question la ter w here I get to com-
ment on that. Sometimes we get blind-sided by things that 
come up, or sometimes we are indeed ahead of them. But we 
try to wa lk that tightrope of spending our resources wisely so 
that we buy what's going to actually get used. 
Tris/1: Ruth wanted to say something a little bit different on 
this particular issue, and I think you can see here a real differ-
ence in contexts because Read is speaking from the perspec-
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tive of a very large university, the University of Wisconsin. 
I'm familiar with the kind of situation he is in because Michi-
gan is similar to that, where we may have 2,000 students in 
the first semester of one course. Ruth, on the other hand, is 
from a smaller school, and her perspective is that the changes 
in technology and the roles of language labs play for faculty 
have opened up real new possibilities, when you have a bit 
smaller setting. 
Ruth: Actually, changes at MIT started about ten years ago 
or more. MIT was given a very large grant for computing 
equipment and they had to go out and get matching grants to 
develop software around this. I think the administration was 
more than surprised that the single largest grant to come out 
of that was a project that was in foreign languages. They, of 
course, envisioned engineers and scientists and everybody 
else, but foreign languages was back there somewhere. Al-
though we were off to a very s low start-it took us years to 
get our act together-that initial success of that one project 
has allowed the creation of a software development lab there. 
These projects certainly have excited faculty. In fact, now, fac-
ulty that are coming in are actually hired on the basis of what 
they know about media, using media, and if they're interested 
in it, if they seem comfortable with it. Almost every new per-
son that comes on board will immediately come to the lan-
guage lab and will know what I am talking about. They are 
familiar with computers, and they are using email already, 
which I think is a real shift for us. I mean, we still have anum-
ber of faculty that aren't up to speed, but, right now virtually 
all of our faculty use email. I think most of them are familiar 
with list servers, so there's been a real trickle-down effect 
within the department. 
Right now we have four new projects that are coming out, 
and we're beta testing in the language center, which is a very 
new role for us. The provost comes over and sees all these 
new projects being tested, and we give the demonstrations in 
the language center. For the administration, all of this is a very 
different image of the language lab, which used to be in the 
basement with its twenty rows of audio decks. Just as an ex-
ample, we gave a big demonstration of all our projects that 
were under development to our provost. During the discus-
sion that followed, our dean actually said, "You know, Mark, 
this is really where the cutting edge of research is in the hu-
manities now." For those of you who are familiar with lin-
guistics at MIT, this is the dean a t that department also. So, 
for us in foreign languages, that seemed like a real boost, that 
he in fact kind of considered this the cutting edge of research 
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that was going on at MIT. This certainly helps us when we're 
trying to get funding from the administration. I think I see 
real changes in that respect. We' re lucky in that we do have a 
department that can do all of the developmental work be-
cause it does require special programs, special video people, 
and people to go out and get grant money. That whole 
department's supported by grant money and we are really 
the delivery platform, so I think that's a real change and a 
hopeful sign from the administration. 
David: I just had a brief comment that I wanted to add to 
that. As I'm growing older, I'm learning to be less flippant. I 
said Middlebury does not have a language lab, and that's true. 
We have about seven of them, so I should clarify that, although 
we never ever call them language labs. So the reason I'm tell-
ing you that is so you' ll know why am I commenting on what 
is the role of the language lab. 
I've been doing some work with the American Association 
of Community Colleges (AACC). I just came from the AACC 
conference sponsored by the NEH on language teaching in 
the community college and on improving that. One of the in-
teresting things I found there is that community colleges are 
in a very unique position to really promote language and tech-
nology and here's a role I can see them play with respect to 
the faculty. That is, they can get faculty released time. We know 
that developing materials takes lots of time. Administrations 
largely think that if we buy some computers, we can increase 
class size and teaching loads because it w ill be easier to teach 
the languages. That's clearly and patently false. The faculty 
for years have gone to the administration and said, "Oh, God, 
we're so overworked, we need more time off." So the admin-
istration has turned a dull ear to that. I think that administra-
tions need to have technologists coming to them and saying, 
"Here are services we have to offer, here is the money you 
have invested in this technology already, and it is going to go 
unused unless you provide some released time to faculty to 
develop materials." So I find that the language learning cen-
ters can play a unique role in getting the faculty the released 
time. That's something that you can push. Partnerships with 
faculty will get materials developed that won't get developed 
if it's only coming from the faculty side or only from the lan-
guage laboratory side. 
Rend: One quick comment on that. You said "administra-
tions." I think sometimes it's also legislatures. I think the pub-
lic, versus the private, school also has some problems in this 
respect. For example, at the University of Wisconsin, the leg-
islature was already screaming about the fact that faculty don't 
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spend enough time in the classroom. To get released time at a 
large public institution is really difficult. I've got to think 
that at least in some private schools and I know in the com-
munity colleges and vocational technology schools, faculty 
have got a little more flexibility in that regard . But it's really 
tough for us. 
Dnvid: Interesting, beca use community colleges are pub-
licly funded, just as public universities. But that's why I find 
that the community colleges in particular are in a position to 
push for that. 
Audience Question: I'm sure your board of trustees at a com-
munity college are not unlike your legislature. 
Onvid: Interestingly enough at this conference that I've just 
come from, there were several projects involving technology, 
and one of the unique aspects of this particular conference 
was tha t the NEH required two facul ty members and one 
administrator from every school to attend the conference and 
forced the adminis trators to go to every single session and sit 
in with their facul ty. They ca me away from that saying "OK, 
released time." So, at least if you can get the administrators 
on your side by exposing them to the advantages there, then 
you have a much better chance of getting some yielding from 
the trustees. 
Trish: The next question is one about which you all prob-
ably have, I want to say opinions, maybe more visceral reac-
tions. Many of you remember being a student studying a 
language in a language lab. 1 went, I think, once for one 20-
minute session. I d on' t think [ ever went back as a language 
student. Have s tudent perceptions changed ? We've been 
talking about lots of changes going on in language labs. What 
do students think about language labs? Have their percep-
tions and their opinions abou t what these places are changed 
over time? 
Dnvid: I'm the primary respondent, and you've all been 
waiting for hard d ata on how language learning centers af-
fect students. I don' t have any. Correct me if I am wrong. Ev-
erything you're going to hear is going to be anecdotal. l don' t 
really think there a re any data out there. We're trying to find 
ways to gather it. At Middlebury at least, we did have a lan-
guage lab. We had some rows of cassette desks all fa cing in 
the same direction with heavy headsets and students went 
like this and everyone was touting, "We can pair." Well, I've 
always thought, take the damn headsets off, put them in a 
corner and let them pair, and that was a little bit more effec-
tive. As we've introduced hypermedia technology into the 
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learning centers, well, we've just dismantled ours (language 
labs). About a week ago we completely tore the last one down. 
No one ever used it except for about two hours a week in the 
summer; it wasn't used other than that at all, it just was a 
room sitting there, and we needed the space more. But as 
we've introduced more of this technology into the learning 
centers, the students' opinions are that it's way cool, and they 
like to come down there. We have materials available for them, 
of course, language materia ls, but we also put in a lot of other 
way cool things to entice them to come. We find that they go 
out surfing the World Wide Web and they come back and fi nd 
language materials for us-just by letting them su rf. I think it 
works for the students. They come in droves. We can cite many, 
many anecdotal exa mples, and I can cite some from Vanderbi lt 
and some from Butler University and some other places that 
I'm associated with. But beyond anecdotes, I don't think we 
have data. 
Trish: And, Ruth, I think you were going to talk a little bit 
about this, too, in terms of resources. 
Ruth: Well, I think David is right, that the new technology 
certainly entices students into the lab and they are more en-
tertained . I have never heard of a student who doesn't like an 
interactive video program. It seems to challenge them. What 
I a lso see, thou gh, is that the old technolog ies aren't d ying 
out. We still have some students that want to come in and use 
an audio tape deck. New learning centers seem to offer a large 
variety of tools. At some point a student might move beyond 
an audiotape and start using a videotape. But I think tha t of-
fering a whole variety of resources for students s hould be a 
major function for a language center because you can tap into 
people at different times and at d ifferent levels. Some people 
love to watch videotapes, whether it's an instructional video-
tape or a movie or whatever. Then again, there are a lot of 
people that just want to go through grammar drills on a com-
puter. So I think tha t offering a varie ty of resources is very 
important. And having this w ide variety does encourage 
many more people to come in and use your resource center. 
Ours is full mos t of the time. 
Read: We have found, agai n this is anecdotal, sort of, but 
it's also statistically borne out, that the students' perceptions 
of the labs do make a difference as to how much the students 
use the labs . There is a correlation there that we have found, 
a nd I've done it from an instructor 's point of view as well as 
from a lab director's point of view. The first question to be 
asked is, "Is the lab required?" The ins tructor says you must 
stud y in the lab one hour per week. That's o ne part of that. 
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Then you get into the other questions: If it is required, what 
do they actually have to do? Do they have to go and drill there 
with an instructor, or do they go and drill in a library mode? 
Do they go and check out a tape and take it home? Are they 
required to spend a certain amount of time in the lab? Some 
classes require them to punch a time clock, and so one stu-
dent comes with a sheaf of time slips and punches them all, 
comes back a half hour later and punches them all and passes 
them back to all the students in the class. Basically, we have 
found that if students feel that what they are being asked to 
do in the lab is really benefiting them-in many cases that 
may simply be "it's going to be on the test, so it will benefit 
you"-they will use it. It's really interesting, you can tell what 
kinds of assignments are being made by the way the lab is 
being used by those classes. A particular course will come 
heavy d uty at the beginning of the semester, and already, by 
the fourteenth week of the semester, they're still coming in 
pretty big numbers, whereas in another one they come heavy 
duty the first week and after the first week, boom, it just drops 
off. You can tell just exactly what kinds of requirements are 
being made for the lab. 
I' ll never forget a Spanish quiz I gave one time. It was a 
dictation exercise. I got through giving this exercise and the 
stud en ts, a couple of them said, "Boy, you know, it was really 
hard. Where'd you get that? I've never seen that before." It 
was directly out of the lab workbook. I said, "Well, there it is. 
Go to the lab. I want you to work on this material." 
Whether or not it's required, we have an obligation to make 
sure that the quality of what they get is indeed what they ex-
pect. We've always prided ourselves on having good materi-
als. This last semester we had a s ituation come up where, 
suddenly, we just got a raft of complaints about the tapes and 
the quality and all the problems that were going on. We just 
thought, oh, no, they're grumbling again. But it really got out 
of hand, so I went in and I grabbed a tray of tapes for French 
101lesson 13, or something, and I sat down and went through 
each one of those tapes. Out of those 20 tapes, three of them 
were French. The rest were Italian, Russian, and German. Ba-
sically I had a quality control problem. We changed the per-
son who was doing the tape duplicating and the problems 
went away, but, nevertheless, already some of the damage 
had been done. So quality control of what they have is really 
extremely important. It's just like a library. If they go in and 
ask for a book in the library and they get the wrong book, 
they' re going to stop going to the library after a while, and 
it's the same thing here. 
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So, it's got to be good quality, they've got to want to go 
there, and they've got to view it as a resource center. I think 
the student's perception has changed from viewing the lab as 
a place where they go and they do things to viewing it as a 
resource. They may go there and do things, but it's where they 
can get help for what they're doing more than a physical lo-
cation where they have to go and drill. 
Audience Question: Ruth, may I suggest that the reason they 
come there to do audiotapes is because they only have COs at 
home now? 
Ruth: Well, we're going to have to put that question out on 
the network! 
Trish: I was curious to find ou t from the panel what they 
thought had the single biggest impact on language labs over 
the past couple of decades. So, Brigitte, what do you think? 
Brigitte: As far as I'm concerned, in my university, it's defi-
nitely the video because suddenly teachers who were not very 
interested in using the lab came to the lab to use "Mini-
Scholar" from the third year to the fourth year. But from that 
some of the teachers became interested and s tarted to use 
video, movies and different things and were able to cut dif-
ferent parts to use for the classes. Besides video, I think there 
is an impact from computers, too. We don' t use computers as 
much because right now we don't have enough. We don't 
have a computer lab. So we use computers only as a pilot 
program. But definitely the video is the most important part 
in our university. 
Trish: David, what do you think? 
David: I had misread the question, I must confess. So, un-
characteristically, this is off the cuff. Clearly, I think the single 
largest impact upon the laboratory has been the computer, 
but not for the sake of computing. I think that sitting and do-
ing exercises that are solely computer-based, where the com-
puter isn' t just a remote control to media, I don't see too many 
advantages to just simply using the computer that way. Just 
s imply as a remote control and remote access to 
information,that is advantageous. Video is there; you know 
it's hard to think about the fact that video has not really been 
with us twenty years. So to say what's been the single largest, 
I'd have to go with Brigitte and say, well, really, video, but, 
now that we can control the video and add to that video and 
we have more instant access to video, I think, I guess moving 
images would be the biggest advantage. 
Audience Question: I would like to clarify that, if possible, about 
the computer as a remote control. I didn't quite w1derstand that. 
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David: In o ther words, a computer is really just a tool, just 
as chalk is a tool, so we don' t have conferences to talk about 
chalk. John Bear, an old friend of mine, who wrote a book 
called The Computer Wimp really summarized this best. He 
said the computer will never be an effective tool as long as we 
have computer users' groups. He said you don't find vacuum 
cleaner users' groups out there, so he called it the Hoover 
Users' Group. So I guess I'm just trying to de-emphasize the 
computer part of it, which is that piece which terrifies faculty. 
It terrifies increasingly fewer students every semester but s till 
often terrifies faculty. So I see the computer as being a remote 
control to drive your video disk, to drive your audio disk, to 
d rive your photo COs, bringing in authentic materials; and 
it's just a way to connect those disparate media and present 
them in more or less a u nified presentation to the student. 
Trish: There's been something else that has had a major 
impact on language labs and actually on language teaching 
that a lot of us don' t think about except when we run into it 
and run afoul of it, which is happening a lot more frequently 
now as there is more and more development going on. 
Read: In the 13 years that I've been d irector at UW, probably 
the legal issues have been one of the greatest impacts on my 
li fe as a lab director, for good or for bad, mostly I think for 
bad . Not really, it's necessary and all the rest of it, but I've 
been more consumed by this than [ would have ever thought 
thirteen yea rs ago. Copyright, for example. When I first 
s tarted, copyright meant that instead of taking the taped music 
segments that we had and putting them in our collection, we 
had a little hidden card fi le that we kept in the drawer of one 
of the libraria ns so that it wouldn't be illegal. It was no big 
deal. Now copyright just pervades everything tha t we do. I 
think, for example that we've got several missions when it 
comes to copyright. One of them is to und erstand and 
implement the copyright law properly, and not necessarily 
believe every thing we hear out there, but find ou t wha t 
copyright restrictions we do have. We need to set the standard 
for copyright compliance and to ed ucate faculty, and make 
them do it, force them to do it. When they come to us with La 
Belle et La Bete and they want us to make a copy to put into the 
lab, we say no, and we stick to our guns when it comes to 
cop yright infri ngement. Bu t we a lso have a role as lab 
d irectors, and we've tried to do this at UW, to push those Limits 
a little bit, not so much that we get into Lawsui ts, but when 
we purchase things, for example, to p ut on the purchase order 
"We will be making copies of this for use in our language 
labs" and send it through. If it comes back, then we go ahead 
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and make copies. If they balk at it, then we won't buy the 
tapes. With audio materials we've always done that. We've 
rarely had problems with that. With video materials we've 
had problems with it all the time. We have to deal with 
d istributors, not copyright owners, and they're not quite so 
liberal with it. But we think we have that responsibility as Jab 
directors to try to mellow out a little bit the copyright hysteria 
that's out there. A lot of it is not black and white but gray, and 
it has not been tested and it's not law as much as it is 
interpretation by people who make a lot of money giving 
seminars on copyright law. But we do need to understand 
what the Jaw is and abide by it. 
A couple of other legal issues. Personnel issues are a major 
thing. I spent the better part of an entire year going through 
personnel commission proceedings and hearings and depo-
sitions I had to give and the whole bit to prove that the per-
son that 1 had let go, I let go legally. I didn't think I would 
ever do that again. I did it again about three years later. I was 
really good at it by this point. But making sure that I under-
s tand personnel issues and legal issues that relate to person-
nel issues, so that when I have to do something that is for the 
better good of the lab, then I can do it. We have to be careful 
with that. 
The latest legal issue is the ADA (Americans with Disabili-
ties Act). We need to find out what we can about it and be 
ready to implement it and do our best to accommodate people 
who have special needs to make sure that we're complying 
with that Jaw. So, those are some of the challenges that I've 
run across. Again, increasingly, a large percentage of my time 
is being spent dealing with legal issues as opposed to just 
worrying about the latest in technology and how it applies to 
language learning. 
Trish: We want to have audience participation with this next 
question. We' ll have an audience fill-in, although we don't 
have any pens, unfortw1ately. Given all these changes in tech-
nology, changes in the role of language labs with respect to 
faculty and adminis tration, how we' re affecting differentially 
students' lives, all of these various questions, we were inter-
ested to find out what the panel thought about what kind of 
people do we need in the role of language Jab director? What 
are the characteristics that are the most important? So, I posed 
about seven different qualities and asked the panel to rank 
them from one to seven, wi th one being the most important. 
So, take just a minute and see what order you come up with: 
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• Organizational management skills 
• Technica l expertise 
• Instructional design expertise 
• Experience and expertise in language teaching 
• Commitment to service 
• Commitment to research and development 
• Knowledge of another language or experience with another 
culture 
So, if you had to rank order those in terms of the person 
that you want in your language lab's director, what are the 
most important qualities? 
You'll find it interesting to learn what the panel came 
up with: 
1. Experience and expertise in language teaching 
2. Organizational management skills 
3. Knowledge of another language or experience with another 
culture 
4. Technical expertise 
5. Instructional design expertise 
6. Commitment to research and development 
7. Commitment to service 
Now, we were not unanimous; there was no single item 
that actually got all six panelists all saying the same thing. 
But, on the other hand, there were a number of them that had 
fairly strong agreement. I think this is somewhat different from 
what might have been a couple of years ago in terms of what 
the qualities are. Brigitte Charlotteaux will now tell you a little 
bit about what her perspective is. Brigitte, in addition to be-
ing a faculty member at George Washington University is also 
head of the regional language learning lab association. Her 
association did a survey of the language lab directors, and 
she can report on what that regional group came up with in 
terms of the qualities that were most important. 
Brigitte: I myself use video very frequently and it's one of 
the tools I use. However, I don't use it in the classroom, but I 
use it. I send the students to the language lab to work on video. 
I help a lot of teachers who change their courses, and I have 
some impact in having the department change the curricu-
lum. I don't think I could have done that if I had not been a 
teacher, if I had been only a language lab director. And vice 
versa, if I had not been working in a lab, I don't think I would 
have known, really, how to use the equipment, to make it easy 
for the facu lty to take it to the classroom if they choose to. So, 
that's why "experience and expertise in language teaching" 
was my first choice. Also, when we did the survey of a lot of 
language lab directors in our region, in the Mid-Atlantic 
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Language Lab Association, many language lab directors in-
dicated that if they were not directly part of the faculty, they 
would choose if they could to teach courses in whatever was 
their language. And most of those places which had the ben-
efit of someone who was wearing two hats, they seemed to 
be much more active than some other places, at least at the 
places I have seen. Now, the second part, I think it's very im-
portant to be familiar with very different cultures. In our 
schools, we have a very strong East Asian department, for 
example, and a lso another department, the Slavic department. 
Most of those people are native to the language they are teach-
ing, and they have quite a different way of relating. How-
ever, when you have a teacher who is asking in their own 
way for something, but doesn't really transmit the message 
as we would expect her to transmit it, then sometimes we 
don't respond correctly and she sees the language lab as be-
ing a place that's not helping her. If you are used to their cul-
ture, when they ask you in quite a different way, you can 
anticipate exactly what they need and help them. So, I think 
it's another component of, an added dimension of a language 
lab director. They should be really familiar with the foreign 
cu lture. Also, if, in your university, you have EFL students, 
well, that's the same thing. You have to be very careful in 
staffing your language lab with students who are quite ready 
to deal with people who are not able to communicate in the 
language because they are learning it. So, they have to be quite 
ready to anticipate their demands and help them, and maybe 
sit with them for some time, in some cases. 
The technical part is important; however, I think it's even 
more important for the language lab director to be able to get 
the right staff that know how to do it, because otherwise you 
can be a jack of all trades and master of none. It's much better 
to have all of the management ski lls necessary and teaching 
skills and find an adequate person who is really going to be 
able to help you. Especially in the case of computers, for ex-
ample. The extent of the support you can give for even soft-
ware, if you don't have the right person to help you, it can be 
quite disastrous. Someone wants to use it and you do not want 
to help them. So, one of the ways that we solve the problem, 
because I have a good engineering school, is that I go directly 
to the engineering school and get some of the students who 
arc in computer science. 
Instructional design, I think, is extremely important also. 
For exa mple, you can help faculty prepare for a conference. 
You can help them to produce a good video, and put slides in 
a video, and it really pays off. That's another thing I've found 
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out, you help the teachers, and they come back to the lab and 
they bring their students. Suddenly the language center be-
comes a little bit more important. 
Of course, organization and personnel management skills 
are very important to keep track of everything. For example, 
if the teachers are sending the students to the lab, we have to 
somehow report to them what the students are doing. I use 
the lab for that. But we also need to be very organized in man-
aging our staffs. One of the things that most of us in the lan-
guage lab are dealing with is budget restraints. We may not 
have aJI the personnel we need, and we have to use so many 
different bodies to fill out the hours. 
And then, the sixth one, commitment to research. This one 
I don' t feel as strongly about, however, if it is keeping statis-
tics, it's important. 
Trislt: I think Read has some additional data. 
Rend: Some interesting things from the !ALL 1988 survey 
again: the type of persons that were lab directors in 1976 
versus 1988. First of all, we saw a huge jump from 23% PhDs 
in '76 up to 44% in '88. There's been a huge drop in ABDs, a 
slight increase in masters and slight decrease in BA and post 
BA. So, basically, the educati ona l level of language lab 
directors has increased fairly substantially over that 12-year 
period, at least. I would suspect, actually, that that's a trend. 
I don' t know about the rest o f you, what do you think 
about that? 
Audience Question: Do we have a chart which compares the 
rate wi th which departments are tenuring up in different lan-
guage labs? 
Rend: We've got some other things here. Probably going 
along here with PhDs. More PhDs also means more females, 
right? We've had a narrowing of the gap, with quite an in-
crease in female directors from 21% in 1976 and 43% in 1988. 
ln the chart showing appointment types, we see a decrease in 
the faculty appointment types, and a huge increase in admin-
istrative types-faculty su pport, or associate facu lty, or what-
ever you want to call them. They call them academk staff at 
the University of Wisconsin. But rather than having a ten-
ured base in a tenure-giving department, they work from a 
different angle. We've seen a lot more of that in the last sev-
eral years. 
I've noticed, myself, a greater professionalism generaJiy 
among lab directors, and I think it's also been shown in the 
revitalization of IALL, for example. It kind of floated along 
for a good deal of time there in the '70s and early '80s. To-
ward the late '80s the national conference, thanks to Ruth, 
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finally got off the ground again and we've gotten going with 
that. We've had, every two years, an international conference. 
We' ve participated with the Japanese Language Lab Associa-
tion a couple of yea rs ago in Japan and had about 50 people 
from IALL that were there. So it shows this real increase in 
professional activities. The fALL joumal has established itself 
again as a real voice; the Language Learning Technology In-
ternationa l (LLTI) list server on the Internet has been going 
very strongly. How many of you, by the way, have plugged 
into that at some point? If you haven' t heard about that and 
are really interested in communicating and sharing ideas or 
just eavesdropping on what other lab directors have to say 
about their profession, you rea lly ought to know about LLTI. 
It's really a fa bulous resource. 
We are lone people on our campuses. There is nobody on 
our campuses like us. So, unless we network with other people 
through our p rofession, we really don' t have anyone to talk 
to. We've got regional meetings now going, most regiona l 
organizations. You can travel to these meetings. It's not a real 
hardship. And you can network through the computer list 
server. These kinds of things really help you say, "Yeah, I' m 
on the right track. Courage. Move forward ." The professional 
aspect of our jobs has increased dramatically over the past 
several years. 
Trish: Were there any other points that any of the others on 
the panel would like to make? 
Chris: My reaction, to a certain extent, to the division of 
this position into all these skills was that, of course, they vary 
widely from one institution to the next. Think of, for example, 
Read or Trish's responsibilities, or even yours as compared to 
mine, they' re radically different, starting from an institu tional 
perspective. In other words, if you really have thousands upon 
thousands of s tudents in basic language courses, then you 
can' t afford to have a language lab director who does research 
and development. You have to have a n administrator who 
has the administration and management well in hand before 
anything else happens. I'm at Carnegie Mellon University. 
Research drives that place, so that if 1 do nothing but manage 
a nd don't innovate, I d on' t fit the culture. So, it really depends 
very much on what the ins titutional environment is and what 
is expected of both sta ff and faculty. ! think that changes pretty 
much from one institution to another. 
Read: One thing I'd like to add to wha t I said about our 
being alone on our cam puses. Stop and thi nk about what 
makes a language lab director unique, and over the years I've 
come to believe it's three things. One, it's the technology and 
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technical expertise, whether it's expertise or knowledge 
enough that you can talk intelligently enough about it. Two, 
language learning and language teaching background. You've 
got to have been in the classroom and know what it's like to 
teach language. Three, the administrative side of things. It's 
very rare to find that combination of things in one single per-
son. That's why it's very difficult when you' re out there re-
cruiting for language lab directors. It's very hard to find people 
with these kinds of qualifications. 
Trish: The next question has to do with what are the great-
est challenges facing language labs, not only in the current 
environment, but anticipating a little bit in the next genera-
tion or decade. Wha t's the challenge that's facing us? Chris? 
Chris: I think the greatest challenge facing language labs is 
the fact tha t all the need for machines is breaking d own. What 
we're going to end up with, and it's become a truism, all we' re 
going to have is da ta, and this data is going to be everywhere 
and nowhere. In other words, we may be using data that is no 
longer present in our language lab in any form that's recog-
nizable. Now, tha t may seem a little obscure. What I' m talk-
ing about is having media resources which are remotely 
accessed. We talked about that a little bit in the sense of the 
World Wide Web. Video tha t's stored centrally in Washing-
ton, aud io that's stored in a remote location which you access 
in that way, and so forth. Language labs are going to be caught 
up in this information feeding frenzy, which is going to be a 
national concern, and it has very serious implications for con-
tinuing our way of life, as it were, because we've been sort of 
defined by surrounding ourselves with technology that is 
becoming less and less comfortable. In other words, the au-
dio machines were comfortable. You could pretty much handle 
them, they weren' t that bad. VCRs are comfortable, we all 
have them a t home. Computers with peripherals, laser disc 
players and CO-ROMs are still pretty much comfortable. We 
control them, control access to them, loa n them, use them in 
the lab and so forth. Turn them off. When the information is 
out there and can be accessed just as well from the students' 
dorm room as it can be from a computer station in our lab, 
why are we [lab directors] there? What is the definition of our 
fu nction? It's going to be redefined . That's sort of a rad ical, 
revolutionary concept of what's going to happen. Of course, 
this is going to take probably decades. It may not, however. It 
may take five years, it may take three years. There a re devel-
opments going on that affect what we d o in an extremely radi-
cal sense. So, that's the greatest challenge, fTom my point of view. 
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Trish: Actually, you had said something else earlier. r won-
der if you remembered this, that earlier on you were saying 
you thought technology was not going to be the challenge. 
The challenge was getting people to use the technology. 
Chris: I did say that, didn't I? I'd better say that, too, then. 
It's kind of a less tantalizing idea because it has to do with 
·practice rather than prospects. For example, a t Ca rnegie 
Mellon, which is allegedly a computer intensive environment, 
there are people who use, for exa mple in the classroom, use 
extremely sophisticated presentation devices, a ll the periph-
erals, laser discs integrated into a class presentation, includ-
ing outlines, animated outlines, bulletins, and so forth. Well, 
I don' t think that's all that usefu l. I'm still trying to get my 
faculty to even understand what a laser disc is and even use a 
ba r code, something like that. Then, maybe do electronic cor-
rection of documents. There are li ttle things which are very 
basic which facul ty are still not doing: using text-only exer-
cises in the lab, for example, and not using authoring systems 
which are now commonly available. 
To a certain extent, we have a lot of really useful tools which 
are not in use. So, we've got the tools. Now we've got to get 
people using them. That is a much more down to earth ap-
preciation of what our challenge is. Of course, the challenge, 
even if the tools change, the challenge will remain the same if 
we can' t get people to use them until they' re useless. No mat-
ter how groovy they may be, there are many language teach-
ers who are fundamentally unimpressed unless they can see 
a clear and very direct way of using it themselves. 
Ruth: Chris' statement about networking, whether it be 
decades away or five years away isn't all that wild and woolly. 
Our current department head is a Japanese instructor, and 
he's talking about the virtual language lab and he wants it to 
exist within MIT for the Japan p rogram within the next couple 
years. They pulled down a big resource from the Internet, a 
grammar package and a dictionary. They ha ve built an entire 
course, quizzes and all of the print documents. All of their 
texts are now handled through the MIT network. The stu-
dents access it through their dorm rooms, they don' t ever come 
to the language lab, and we've just recently been having meet-
ings to put all their audio on the same basis so that the stu-
d ents don' t have to go to specia l Sun work s tations, but they 
can go to any work cluster around . It's really not all that far 
away as networks improve, as compression schemes improve 
or get standardized, it rea lly is a possibility. I see it happen-
ing very quickly, actually. 
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Read: We've kind of come that way, too. This whole idea, 
we had a big discussion on LLTI a few months back on the 
virtual lab, and, to some lab directors, it's a little bit scary. But 
when you stop to think about it, it really is what we've kind 
of been doing already, at least in our facility. It used to be they 
had to come and sit down and listen to a professor and lis ten 
to tapes. Then they came on their own and listened to tapes. 
Now they come and check out a tape and take it home. So, we 
end up being providers of whatever information or materi-
als, wha tever it is they need. We just built ourselves a gopher 
server about a month or so ago and all of our listings, all of 
our video collection, all the rest of it now is on the gopher, 
and so anybody, in fact any of you that have gopher can plug 
in and find out what we have in our collection (and, no, we 
don't lend things on interlibrary loan!) Anyway, the students 
are finding out about things we have and already we've got 
students coming in and asking about things they never knew 
we had. They could have looked it up in our catalog, but they 
never did. But the gopher's becoming a tool. They don't think 
about the computer. They think about i11formation. It's like 
the telephone. They don't think about the telephone. They 
think about talking on it, and that's what they're doing with 
computer access now. 
So, our next step, then, is working on a proposal where 
one of my people says "Why don' t we just do this? Make au-
dio materials available through the Internet. I mean people 
just dial up and they get sound." Of course, there are a few 
copyright problems here. But this whole idea, this whole con-
cept of us becoming the providers of materials and informa-
tion and so forth as opposed to the ca retakers of a facili ty. I 
think I mentioned that before. We're a resource rather than a 
place, and I think that's the trend we're going to see here. 
Chris: Some interesting statistics with respect to reinvent-
ing the lab and it (the lab) actually being in student rooms. 
Last yea r alone, Apple Computer sold one million CD-ROM 
drives in this country, and those are stand alone CD-ROM 
d rives. That doesn't count the ones that came in every device, 
and they've announced that in this corning year they won' t 
sell a computer that doesn' t have a CD-ROM drive in it. So, 
when we look at that and a t the information that ca n be dis-
semina ted that way, plus all their machines are now coming 
with ethernet on the motherboard, not having to drop in ex-
tra cards or anything like that. We're putting a lot of power 
out in student hands for very, very little money relatively 
speaking and I think we're going to have to reinvent ourselves 
as lab d irectors and be providers of information. 
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Rend: One more comment on that. I've always felt that the 
technology that we're involved with becomes reality when it 
gets to the consumer level. It happened with the cassette tape, 
it happened with video. In 1986, when we remodeled our labs, 
we asked all the faculty what they needed and they said, ''We 
need a dial access system" which is w hat we had a lready. So, 
we basically geared up for audio. But two years later we got 
blind-sided by video because that's about the time VCRs made 
their way into everybody's home. People were coming with 
tapes and they needed to use video. Look around you at the 
kinds of things that are becoming consumer level accessible, 
like you said, the CD-ROM and all the rest of it. Your com-
ment was good about how they come to the lab to use audio-
tapes because they don't have audiotape players. All they have 
is CD players at home. What is it that's consumer level? That's 
the technology that we'll be involved in. 
Trish: Our last question, actua lly, I'm now wondering if we 
need to deal with it sepa rately. You may already have a sense 
of how the panelists would answer "Whither the language 
lab?" Where are we going? What I did in this particular case 
was to g ive each panelist some options to answer that ques-
tion. Are we full speed ahead, the greatest challenges are still 
ahead of us, d o we have a lot of changing still to go? Js it that 
we actually already covered the greatest distance and our 
challenges are behind us and what we need to do is consoli-
date and get clear on that? Are people somewhat concerned 
about their future because of budgetary crises a nd that the 
technology is there but nobody has any more money to buy 
any of it? That's a real problem for a lot of us. So I really wanted 
to know what people thought. I'm still hoping we're going to 
finish in time for you to ask questions. I'm going to ask mem-
bers of the panel to be very brief on this one. 
David: Middlebury's already dismantled its language lab. 
The language lab has withered. Long live the lab director. This 
is my opinion, obviously. We cannot afford language labs any-
more. We have to get rid of them. We have to have coopera-
ti ve lea rning cente rs with other departments. Very few 
budgets can afford having a single purpose facility. I think 
we need to just get rid of them a ltogether and have multipur-
pose facilities because what is the goal of teaching language? 
You want the s tudent to speak the language and you want 
them to have an appreciation of culture. Until we can bring in 
his to rians and get them involved in the process, and until we 
can bring in sociologists and until we can bring in other mem-
bers of the humanities into the process of language teaching, 
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we're not going to achieve our goals. If we have a center that 
says language something or other it alienates the faculty that 
we so desperately need in the process. 
Brigitte: Well, I' m not really sure what I want to say after 
that. Now I feel somewhat taken aback. I'm not so sure any-
more. However, I agree with you in the sense that in order for 
us to be known by the university, not just be considered as a 
language center, we have done a lot with sociology, with the 
art department, with anthropology. For budget reasons, but it 
comes to the same thing. I know otherwise we would not sur-
vive. So we do a lot of work for other depa rtments. And we 
invite them to use our labs. 
Ruth: Well, I of course think full speed ahead. I think money 
is going to be a real problem. I think until we can get labs to 
be on a cycle or become a larger type of facility .... There's 
already talk at MIT of building a humanities learning center 
because we do now need it. I was talking about the 
Shakespeare project, there's a writing project, there are anum-
ber of disciplines that, now that multimedia projects are avail-
able, they are very interested, whereas of course with audio 
and video they weren' t that interested. But I do think money 
is going to be a concern for a while. The administration is 
going to have to go through some changes. I really see the 
networking as the future, that basically the facili ties will be-
come more production areas and they will be distribution 
places. Testing of materials might go on because you still have 
to have people come in and use them and test them. Do they 
work right? That's basically the way I see it going. 
Read: We were talking earlier that the three buzzwords these 
days are network, multimedia and d istance learning. I think 
certainly those are things we're going to have to watch, but I 
think basically wha t it really boils down to is we have to have 
one foot firmly planted in reality today and always be look-
ing forward to w here we're headed, and try to balance that 
fine line between promoting the new technologies, the new 
methods, the new virtual labs, whatever the case may be, and 
meeting the needs currently where people are at. We have to 
be a kind of change agent but we a lso have to kind of be a 
service agent as well. That's a really fine line that we have to 
balance. I'll go back on Monday and I' ll still be providing au-
diotapes to French 101 students. I mean that's the reality of 
the situation. 
Chris: I find myself in the s ituation where, in fact, as a 
virtual language laboratory, it's pretty much in existence be-
cause I have a small, incredibly intensive facility, which is just 
about big enough, once we get rolling, to work as a faculty 
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development lab. It is now the full service lab and once it gets 
rolling, it will just be buried, and there's no more money. At 
that point, we will start exporting things on a server. We'll 
start using the network intensively, we'll start loaning more 
things and, little by little, the only thing we'll be doing is the 
heavy multimedia stuff, which means a laserdisc or CD-ROM 
disc which has been produced and so forth. That will be it. 
The multimedia will be all. Everything else will be decentral-
ized just by absolute necessity. Now, I also think that corre-
sponds to directions in terms of what students are going to 
have to work with in a larger societal directions. 
Audience Questions Trish: So, what do you think? Are there any questions from 
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the audience? Do you want to ask the experts? 
Audience Question: First I'd like to thank you for bringing 
your collective expertise here. I've worked at three large state 
universities and, in each one, the role between ESL and lan-
guage labs has been different. One ESL department felt they 
got no support at all and decided they had to go it alone and, 
because most ESL departments at universities are self-sup-
porting, this particular one could afford to do so. The other 
two have been a combination of some sort of collaborative 
effort and for some reason, ESL being very interested in com-
puters and dominating the computer side and foreign lan-
guage keeping a pretty firm hold on the listening/video side. 
What do you see as you look down the next five years? Are 
we going to be part of that sharing that you're talking about 
in the humanities or do you see, are you frightened by the 
ESL side? 
Brigitte: I think ESL-1 keep calling it ESL and EFL-is the 
bread and the butter of the universities. Therefore I think it's 
very good for the language lab to support EFL and when I 
took over the lab, most of the changes I did were all around 
EFL needs because, in return, they are the ones who supported 
me the most. I think it's in the interest very much of the uni-
versity itself, but also of the language lab to support EFL. 
Read: I would agree there. We work very closely. ESL is for 
us the same as a foreign language and they work with us, we 
work with them the same as we work with any language de-
partment, and in fact we have a very good relationship. 
Ruth: I don't know if this answers the question, but a really 
interesting aside is English students don't in any way sup-
port our programs because we don't have a summer school, 
and they have to have already passed the TOEFL test to get 
into MIT. There are specia l remedial classes and they are cer-
tainly integrated in as far as use of the language center. One 
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thing I find interesting and it has to do with the foreign stu-
dents in general, we really try to encourage them to come into 
the lab. We set up a lounge where they can watch the foreign 
language news broadcast, and that has on occasion set up some 
really interesting dialogs between the people that are study-
ing the language and the native speakers there. Again, this 
doesn't really address the ESL question, but personally I think 
considering all kinds of communities that are in your school 
will always benefit your facility. 
David: One of the buzzwords at the AACC conference that 
I just came from was articulation, and they were talking about 
vertical articulation and horizontal articulation. I didn't know 
what that meant before I asked . Horizontal articulation is rel-
evant here as you see fewer and fewer places calling it a for-
eign language facility or talking about being a foreign language 
teacher. You talk about language teachers, and EFL people 
are language teachers just as everyone else. But I think we 
need to get the horizontal articulation going there between 
EFL students and other language students and vice versa and 
that if we start pairing our students this way, we can all ben-
efit. So, I don't feel threatened at all by the EFL people and 
would like to see them more involved in the language teach-
ing process, formerly called foreign language teaching. I think 
we who have been formerly involved in foreign languages 
have something to offer the EFL people in terms of pairing 
our students with theirs. 
Audience Question: I feel like I'm one of the faculty mem-
bers who's trying to run to catch up with you folks. I come 
from a community college in Massachusetts. I believe there's 
a grant that we have to equip a new lab, but it sounds like if 
we equip this new lab and spend all this money, it's going to 
be obsolete in three years, by the time the faculty figures out 
how to use it. I just bought in my home a new Mac computer 
and now I hear that the next generation is all going to have 
CO-ROMs and mine doesn' t. I might as well throw it away. 
David: No. First, you can attach a CD-ROM to just about 
any computer, so don't worry about that. I have three postu-
lates of computing and the second one is relevant to this. That 
is, if you can buy it, it is already obsolete, so you have to get 
over that, that's all there is to it. So, the obsolescence issue, we 
can' t deal with that. The technological advances are coming 
very, very quickly. One of the real issues is underutilization. 
We just got a grant, we just bought a lab and we trotted the 
trustees through to look at the lab but now six months, a year 
later it's really underutilized because the faculty don't know 
how to do it. I think that, to a certain degree, is the fault of the 
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granting institutions. They just throw money at it and the plans 
are often not well conceived. I would like to see some sort of 
standardization if you're going to grant money for hardware 
for a laboratory, do it this way: disperse enough money for a 
small number of machines that go onto the desks of targeted 
faculty, disperse some more money for training of that fac-
ulty and training for about an eight-month to year-long pe-
riod. At the end of that period, when the faculty have been 
trained and have developed some materials and have inves-
tigated some off-the-shelf materials, then come back with some 
additional funds to open up a limited lab and then run pilots 
with limited numbers of courses and then still a year later 
disperse the rest of the funds to install the rest of the lab. 
Read: That was the one single reason that labs got the bad 
name they did and their failure in the '60s was the granting 
institutions would throw money at hardware but not provide 
for the ongoing support and all the rest of it. The same thing 
will happen with these labs if we don't insist up front that we 
have ongoing support costs for them. 
Trish: That, and also really addressing the question of what 
you want to do in the lab in the first place. Contrary to the 
idea of "build it and they will come." We learned that really 
does not work. 
Chris: I remember seeing a guideline very recently that said 
if you're going to buy hardware, for every dollar of hardware, 
you need a dollar of training, a dollar for software. So you 
need $3, so think 30% hardware and that's simple. Whether 
that's even enough for training and software is really another 
question. 
Trish: Did you have another question? 
Audience Question: First, you're talking about the sort of 
withering away of the language lab facilities. One of the things 
I am hearing as a sort of practical matter are sort of non-peda-
gogical considerations. On the one hand, space crunches in 
institutions, and on the other hand, especially among the more 
urban institutions, a reluctance of perhaps students and fac-
ulty to come work at these places. So distance learning be-
comes more of an appealing thing. I'd like you to respond to 
those ideas. Secondly, as you were talking, Chris, about these 
three- and four-year cycles and getting people accus tomed to 
this idea, I suddenly remembered that sometimes when I show 
up at my boss's office, I can see the little cartoon character of 
the dollar bill with the wings. That's how he sort of sees me. 
I was wondering if anybody had any insights here about 
how you deal with money people about that. How do you 
educate them? 
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Chris: Well, the example I gave of where I was before I came 
to Carnegie Mellon, I was thick as thieves with the comput-
ing people. The way they got around it was in terms of the 
infrastructure of the university. In other words the university 
made a commitment. The guy said okay listen you're not buy-
ing this equipment, you're leasing it. Every year you pay x 
dollars for a lease, like leasing a new car. You never own it. At 
the end of the four years, you just keep leasing. Your lease 
costs will go up. That's the story. You need to think of it in 
those terms because if you actually think "you buy, you own, 
it's mine, good, I don't have to worry about it." It's an illu-
sion. You need to think of it as a line item that is there every 
year, even three years is a disservice. Break down that three-
year period, and say it's going to cost you x dollars per year. 
How much is it costing you for administrative computing? 
Why should it cost you less for language computing than what 
it's costing for administrative computing? They've done the 
math for administrative computing, you see. That's an ac-
cepted part of the infrastructure. You have to say, okay, this is 
computing just like the rest of the computing in the univer-
sity, it's going to cost the same amount, if not more of course, 
but see if you can get to the same amount. 
Trish: I wanted to say something, actually, about what does 
this mean about language labs that d on' t exist as places any-
more either because students feel uncomfortable coming in 
to work there or because space is a problem. I'm worried about 
that because I think that we have some evidence that having 
a place for students to work together is important, that it en-
ables students to d o things that they find difficult to do other-
wise. Studies have shown that students really, when they think 
back on their experiences as undergraduates, what they re-
member are those joint experiences with other people. I think 
that one of the reasons that language labs were not particu-
larly favorably perceived by students is they were isolating. I 
mean, it was a place, but it was a place where you went and 
sat in a booth separate from other people. At Michigan we' re 
working on ways where we can make our facility invite stu-
dents in, make them feel comfortable, make them feel part of 
the community. What we have to avoid, though, I think, is 
making it a place where they have to come there, where it's 
the only place where they can do certain kinds of things, be-
cause then they're trapped. What I'd like to do is make it pos-
sible for students to do the work that they need to do in a 
variety of surroundings, but to make the language lab a p lace 
where they want to come, where they get something from that 
experience there physically that they don't get elsewhere. 
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Read: To go back to her question, along with what you're 
basically saying, let me say that as much as you spend money 
on equipment you also need to consider things like carpeting 
and the p lants and the comfortable seating and the kinds of 
things that make it an inviting place to come. If it is an insti-
tutional type of place they won't come. 
Ruth: Well, actually Read just said what I was about to say. 
I actually used a large portion of my grant money to improve 
the surroundings. MIT was willing only to build walls, so I 
used a lot of grant money to buy nice furniture, to put up nice 
panels, and I really can't say enough about the different feel 
of this facili ty as opposed to other places. Students really do 
come there because it's a nice place to study. We have a couple 
of booths that might not have equipment on them, they' ll just 
go and s tudy there like it's a library, and I think it's a very 
different environment from wha t we used to offer them. 
Audience Comment: One thing I heard all afternoon is that 
this is a changing role not only of the language lab director 
but the language lab itself. So what we' re doing is redefining 
what we're going to do in the future. The position will still 
be there. • 
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"Every language laboratory 
should have at least one copy!" 
A Ia rencontre de Philippe 
Gilberte Furstenberg, creator 
The MIT Athena Language Learning Project 
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in Paris all 
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but you'll need 
some help, too: 
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maps of Paris, and much more. This is the world 
your French students enter when they turn on their 
computers and set out A Ia rencontre de Philippe. 
-Eugene F. Gray, French Review 
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